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Candidate's name

Matriculation Date

Projected date of Final Exam

Title of the thesis

PhD thesis Director/Co-director

Mentor

** * * * *

TA duties situation
Indicate your present TA duties situation according to the data shown on the PhD students status table of the 'http://ssv-ta.epfl.ch' website:

Publications (Title/Authors; in preparation /submitted /accepted/published; short description of student’s contribution if not first author)

Conference Proceedings (Title/Authors; submitted/accepted/published)

Unpublished experiments/projects [please add a short description on separate sheet(s)]
Thesis Director – Please write 3-5 lines about the progress of the PhD student and his/her project.

PhD Student - Please write 3-5 lines about the progress of our PhD Thesis.

Signatures

PhD candidate  Thesis director  Co-director  Mentor

EDNE Program Director

Location & Date (mandatory)

N.B. THESIS REQUIREMENTS
PhD theses may contain submitted or accepted publications plus 1) an introduction that gives the background of the research, summarizes, and links these publications, 2) a general discussion and conclusions section that highlights the main contributions of the candidate, the originality of the thesis work and its relationship to other research in the field.

To be eligible to submit a thesis in this "compiled" format, the student must have contributed substantially to at least 3 publications.
In all other cases, the candidate should write a stand-alone thesis, in which her/his work is presented in detail. To ensure the appropriate attribution of authorship, the contribution of the student must be stated clearly for each piece of work.
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